Renee March 12th 1843
Long absent Brother it is very strange that you have ventured to write after being so long absent we have had a number of papers from you but they don't touch the letter George left here last fall I went to Jacksonville by my west But that was mere one visit when your letter arrived whether they are going to settle in Jacksonville I cannot say we thank you now Whilfed about quite long enough hope you been here to Searc nearly enough to Grant town in some Honecking and Washita Place a keep cool it appears that you are yet in the state of single栖息地 yet the same box) But don't take farther any use to yourself a neat letter write and send your bag in say you will not regret it whereas thank you would be well pleased with the bag of the said books of the bubblinity especialy the fair day we had the places in Mobile situated on Lake Michigan at the mouth of Root River it makes sufficiently surge enough for my boat that sail the lakes we Solome under some considerable conditions for the want of Weather think we will yet it after a while
Brother Isaac is in China. The village is cold.

I am well, thank God. Our parents are well, according to the last reports. They are getting somewhat old, and wonder why their children do not come back. Officer荸gimming is teaching school in Boston this winter. Eliza is to work in the printing office. Isaac and Eliza were both married some time since. Probably you have heard all about it. Eliza was married to Capt. Thomas Holbrook in Marshfield while I was in the Penobscot. George's family has not been in prospect of any addition.

Village Timbuck 300 unembellished. Has doubled within one year. The prospect is fair to increase in the same proportion nine years to come. While you are better take a trip out here when navigation opens and see the country. Perhaps you will make use your request to stop you. Might do well at your trade in this village, there is no carriage business. If any account now, I must avoid the year in Michigan had that.

A little pleasure that to think you had in Texas the fever of the most of time I was there, have been here three years, enjoyed good health, so I could wish you had better take up your trade? Somewhere born as Livingston Creek. I will take a trip town East with you. Had expected to hear from you soon. With convenient your in friendship.

E. H. Palmer